Summary: This article starts off by talking about different models and types of research and jumps into the concept of the need and procedures to judge the validity and usefulness of research that we receive from the web. It also goes in depth about the idea of blending two perspectives in research and consequences that arise from such blending. This "blending" they are talking about is quantitative and qualitative data. This article seems to focus a lot about qualitative analysis and its purposes. This article also goes on and gives examples of peoples work and actual practice of educational criticism.

Assess: This article stands out to me because it talks about a lot of other things rather than what I am researching, it gives several analogies and real life examples of peoples’ work ethic which really makes me think beyond other things I have read regarding my topic. Although this information is a little different from most of the things I have researched, I wouldn't say it is
irrelevant; it only opens up my eyes more about other possibilities of work and research done by professionals. It is always interesting to read about things that are a little off topic because I always gain more insight than I expected.

Reflect: The different ideas and points discussed in this article will help me in looking at real life scenarios and other issues professionals’ encounter that allow them to create better work. This would be a good example because it allows me to link similar ideas to the internet. Whenever I can make links from different articles to what I am researching, it is always a good opportunity in making a more useful paper with much more detail and insight. Articles like this that are a little off base but still pertain to what I am researching really allows me to think outside of the box and explore bigger ideas in helping to make a stronger claim.